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Event history and geocode data from round
8 of the National Longitudinal Survey of
Youth 1997 (NLSY97) are now available.
Round 1 interviews were conducted with
8,984 young adults aged 12 to 16 as of De-
cember 31, 1996; of these, 7,503 respon-
dents (83.5 percent) were interviewed in
round 8.

Event history data
In addition to all variables on the main data
file, including interview data, Armed Ser-
vices Vocational Aptitude Battery
(ASVAB) scores, and transcript survey
data, the event history data file contains
created variables covering four major top-
ics:
• Employment status
• Marital status
• Program participation
• Schooling experiences

Each topic is documented through a series
of arrays that show the respondent’s sta-
tus or activities during each week, month,
or year within a specific period.

Employment status. Employment status of
each respondent (working for a specific
employer, unemployed, out of the labor
force, and so forth) is included for each
week from the respondent’s 14th birthday
to the most recent interview date. Re-
searchers are able to link the job in the ar-
ray with associated characteristics using
the employer ID, YEMP_UID. This sec-
tion also provides data on total hours
worked at all civilian jobs each week and
data on additional jobs held in the same
week, where applicable. Finally, the sec-

tion includes beginning and ending dates
for each job and for gaps within jobs, al-
lowing these dates to be easily linked to
the employment arrays.

Also included are “deny” variables re-
lated to employment status. These vari-
ables flag employment status data that a
respondent denies having reported in a pre-
vious survey round. For example, some re-
spondents report working for a specific
employer in one round and later deny that
they have ever worked for that employer.
The deny variables provide the employer
identification of the job that was denied in
the previous round.

Three types of job-specific variables,
not in arrays, have been included since
round 4 to show discrepancies in start
dates of new jobs. Some respondents re-
port a job with a start date prior to the date
of the last interview that was not reported
during that particular round. The event his-
tory arrays created at the previous inter-
view date are not changed to include
information about these new jobs. Instead,
three variables are available to alert users
to changes that would have resulted if the
jobs had been correctly reported during the
previous interview. The first variable,
EMP_BK_WKS, tells how many weeks
before the previous interview date the job
started. The second and third variables,
EMP_BK_STATUS and
EMP_BK_HOURS, show how the status
and hours arrays would have been affected
had the job beginning before the date of last
interview been reported at the prior inter-
view and included in the original array.

Employment status variables are found
in the database under question names be-
ginning with “EMP_.”

Marital status. These variables cover the
respondent’s marital or cohabitation status

during each month from his or her 14th
birthday to the month of the most recent
interview. Possible status labels include the
following: Never married and not cohabit-
ing, never married and cohabiting, married,
legally separated, divorced, or widowed. A
second marital status variable combines the
status with the total number of spouses or
partners; a code of 100 indicates that the
person living in the household during that
month is a partner, while 200 denotes a
spouse. The last digit of this variable cor-
responds to the total number of partners
or spouses. For example, 102 would be
two total partners, and 202 would denote
the second spouse. Researchers also can
link the spouse or partner in the arrays
with that individual’s characteristics
through the MAR_PARTNER_LINK vari-
able and the PARTNERS_ID variable
found in the PARTNER roster. There is
also a deny variable. Marital status vari-
ables are found in the database under ques-
tion names beginning with “MAR_.”

Program participation status. For each
month since the respondent’s 14th birth-
day, these variables report the
respondent’s receipt of economic assis-
tance. Program participation arrays are con-
structed individually for three need-based
programs: Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC); Food Stamps; and the
Special Supplemental Nutrition Program
for Women, Infants and Children (WIC).
The AFDC array includes all Federal and
State programs created under the Tempo-
rary Assistance for Needy Families pro-
gram or any government assistance
program for low-income families that re-
places AFDC. All other need-based pro-
grams, such as Supplemental Security
Income, are combined into a fourth pro-
gram participation array entitled “Other.”
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In addition, arrays are available for two
employment-based programs. Unemploy-
ment insurance is included in all rounds,
and workers’ compensation is included in
rounds 1 through 3. A deny  variable also
exists for program participation.

Program participation status variables
can be located by searching for question
names beginning with “WKCOMP_,”
“UNEMP_,” “AFDC_,” “FDSTMPS_,”
“WIC_,” or “OTHER_.”

Schooling experiences. Unlike the other
sections, this one presents some of the in-
formation yearly, beginning with each
youth’s date of birth. For each year, the
schooling variables provide data regarding
the following:
• Respondent’s grade in school
• Number of times respondent changed

schools
• Number of months during which re-

spondent did not attend school
• Summer classes attended
• Whether respondent repeated or skipped

a grade
• Number of times respondent was sus-

pended

Monthly schooling event history variables,
which provide information about the
respondent’s educational status for each
month from the round 2 interview to the
current interview date, also are available.
The three monthly arrays report the
respondent’s enrollment status, the type of
school attended during the month, and the
ID code of the school. Because the same
ID codes are used in the monthly arrays
and on the NEWSCHOOL roster—which
contains the school identification, the start
and stop dates for each school enrollment
period, and a few characteristics of the
school—users can link the monthly arrays
with information collected in the schooling
section of the interview. Finally, a dual-
school variable flags the small number of
respondents who attended more than one
school during the same month. There is
only one dual-school variable for the en-
tire period; the specific month of the over-
lap is not reported.

Schooling experience variables can be
located by searching for question names
beginning with “SCH_.”

Geocode data
These variables, which provide detailed
statistics for each respondent’s county of
residence, are not available in the main file
or in the event history database. Because
these data are confidential, completion of
an application and a confidentiality agree-
ment is required to obtain access to them.
Most of the variables described in this sec-
tion have question names that begin with
“GEO_.”

In addition to all main file and event
history data, the geocode data set provides
a list of the counties in which respondents
lived between interviews. The unemploy-
ment rate for the respondent’s metropoli-
tan area or State also is reported.

Economic and labor force characteris-
tics can be gleaned from geocode variables
for the size of the county’s civilian labor
force, the percent of the work force em-
ployed in various industries, and the per-
cent of workers aged 16 and older with
jobs outside their county of residence. In-
come variables include per capita money
income, per capita personal income, and
median family money income for the
respondent’s county. The unemployment
rate for the respondent’s metropolitan area
or State also is reported.

The final group of variables on the
geocode CD focuses on colleges attended.
Survey staff members use information from
the Integrated Postsecondary Education
Data System (IPEDS) to provide users
with the identification code, UNITID, and
State of each college attended by the re-
spondent. For rounds 7 and 8, information
on the colleges to which a respondent ap-
plied also is available. The identification
codes can be used to associate the NLSY97
respondent’s college with various charac-
teristics of the institution—such as school
enrollment, school type (public or private),
and type of degrees offered—contained in
the IPEDS database. These college choice
geocode variables begin with the prefix
“YCOC.”

Obtaining event history and
geocode data

NLSY97 event history data for rounds 1
through 8 are available by going to the NLS
Web site, www.bls.gov/nls, and linking to
the Web Investigator. Once there, users can
create an account by providing an e-mail

address. Web Investigator allows users to
search and extract online, then download
the extracted data. NLS data sets are also
available on CD or as zip files from the
NLS Web site. The data set contains the
record for each youth, including all infor-
mation in the main file and the event his-
tory variables described above.

Because the NLSY97 geocode data set
contains confidential data, researchers in-
terested in obtaining the geocode CD fill
out an application and sign a confidential-
ity agreement required by the U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics (BLS). Four to six
weeks are needed for processing the appli-
cation. For more information, or to receive
an application for data access, see the
NLSY97 section of the NLS Web site or
contact NLS User Services. (See the back
cover of this newsletter for contact num-
bers.)

Like the event history CD, the geocode
disc is accompanied by the NLSY97 User’s
Guide and an electronic copy of the round
8 questionnaire. Other available documen-
tation includes a geocode codebook supple-
ment containing the codes for the various
geographic areas. Geocode data files are not
available for download, although a public-
use version of the geocode codebook
supplement is available on the NLS Prod-
ucts page of the NLS Web site so that re-
searchers can evaluate the potential uses of
the data set.  

Co-Initiator of NLS
Passes Away

Herbert S. Parnes, co-initiator of the Na-
tional Longitudinal Surveys (NLS) and a
former professor of economics at The Ohio
State University in Columbus, Ohio,
passed away on August 5, 2006. He was
87.

Professor Parnes was a national leader
in research on the labor supply and the ag-
ing of the population in the United States.
In 1965, Professor Parnes and Howard
Rosen (director of the Manpower Admin-
istration of the U.S. Department of Labor,
the predecessor of the Employment and
Training Administration) co-initiated the
NLS at the request of Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, then an Assistant Secretary of
Labor. In addition to providing a wealth of
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information about the dynamics of the U.S.
labor force, these surveys have been the in-
tellectual model for numerous longitudinal
surveys conducted during the last four de-
cades in the United States and worldwide.
Professor Parnes’ role in the project was
so central that for years the NLS was
known as “the Parnes data.”

Following his retirement from Ohio
State in 1980, he became professor of in-
dustrial relations and human resources at
Rutgers University’s Institute of Manage-
ment and Labor Relations, where he re-
mained until 1983. He returned to
Columbus and served as principal investi-
gator for one segment of the NLS from
1988 to 1992, as well as frequent advisor
to the NLS principal investigator for many
years.  

Spotlight: Bankruptcy
Variables in the NLSY79

The latest NLSY79 data set offers re-
searchers a series of bankruptcy-related
variables introduced in the 2004 survey
year. NLSY79 respondents were asked
whether they or their spouse had ever de-
clared bankruptcy, with nearly 14 percent
of respondents reporting “yes.” Of those
respondents who had reported bankruptcy,
9.2 percent said they had declared bank-
ruptcy more than once. Respondents were
asked the month and year of the bank-
ruptcy, the type of bankruptcy, and if the
bankruptcy was related to a business fail-
ure (the answer to the latter question was
yes in 9.0 percent of cases).

Respondents were also asked whether
they or their spouse had applied for any
type of credit or loan since the bankruptcy
had been declared and whether their request
for credit was turned down or reduced.

The 1979-2004 NLSY79 data set can
be accessed by linking to the Web Investi-
gator through the NLS Web site at
www.bls.gov/nls. Bankruptcy variables
can be accessed by searching in Web Inves-
tigator using “bankruptcy” as the word-in-
title search or using reference numbers
R8417700 to R8418200.

No other NLS cohort databases cur-
rently have variables about personal bank-
ruptcy available for research. However, a
bankruptcy series will be included in the

NLSY97 round 9 data set, scheduled for re-
lease in 2007.  

Frequently Asked Questions

The NLS staff encourages researchers to
contact NLS User Services with questions
and problems encountered while accessing
and using NLS data or documentation. Ev-
ery effort is made to answer these inquir-
ies. Some recent questions and answers
that may be of general interest to NLS us-
ers are listed below.

Q1. I am working on creating a variable for
the exact interview date for the NLSY79 sur-
vey. Are there some survey rounds where
the interviewing period included more than
one year?

A1. For the 2000 and 2004 survey years,
the field period did extend into the follow-
ing calendar year. The field period for all
other survey years was completed within
that calendar year. See variables R69633.02
and R84232.02 for the year of interview in
survey years 2000 and 2004, respectively.

Q2. In the NLSY79 geocode data files, there
are some valid skips within the residence
variables. What do these valid skips mean?

A2. A valid skip on a county or State of
residence variable means either the respon-
dent has an APO address or there is not
enough information to unambiguously as-
sign a county or State code. A related point
to remember is that if the county code is 0,
the State code variable indicates residence
in a U.S. territory or other outlying area; if
the State code is 0, the county code variable
indicates residence in another country.

Q3. For the NLSY97, I’m trying to find out
how many of the respondent’s siblings are
older than the respondent. How would I go
about doing that?

A3. Sibling data can be found on the house-
hold rosters (HHI and NONHHI). It is nec-
essary to locate all of the siblings on the
HHI and NONHHI rosters, collect their
ages, and then compare them with the
respondent’s age. Chapter 3 of the NLSY97
User’s Guide (available at www.bls.gov/nls)

can provide additional information about
rosters.  

Completed NLS Research

The following is a listing of recent research
based on data from the NLS cohorts that
has not appeared in its current form in a
previous issue of NLS News. For a com-
prehensive listing of NLS-related research,
see the NLS Annotated Bibliography at
www.nlsbibliography.org.
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Are You Working With NLS Data?

If you are, we are interested in your work!

Have you received funding to sponsor a project using NLS data?
Are you working on a paper that uses NLS data?
Have you published a recent paper using NLS data?

If you have received funding on a project, are working on a paper, or published a recent
paper that uses NLS data, please contact:  NLS User Services, Center for Human Resource
Research, The Ohio State University, 921 Chatham Lane, Suite 100, Columbus, OH 43221;
(614) 442-7366; e-mail: usersvc@postoffice.chrr.ohio-state.edu. Or use our online
submission form—just go to www.nlsbibliography.org and click on “Submit Citation.”
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